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Introduction  

 The challenge: implement Real-time operational system (RTOS) 
on a small satellite 

 Limitations: Processing power and energy consumption  

 Necessity: to be aware of actual context 

 Areas to be explored:  
 Aerospace 

 Aeronautics 

 Automotive 



RTOS Scenario  

 A lot of distinct RTOSs are available in the market  

 open source, like freeRTOS  

 commercial license, like Micrium’s µC/OS-II and µC/OS-III  

 purpose dedicated, like Contiki  

 focused on a group of chips, like Ti-RTOS, dedicated to Texas 
Instruments ARMs and microcontrollers  



Research 
Methodology  

 A research was made on the Scopus base  

 Terms used: 
 “RTOS”  

 “Aerospace 

 “Real-time OS” 

 “Space crafts” 

 “OBC” 

 “satellite”  



Review 

 Tendency on Aerospace area:  
 OBCs usage 

 Implementation over ARMs and Microcontrollers 

 Tendency on Aeronautics and Automotive areas: 
 Control units, including OBCs 

 Takes advantage of multitasking and threading 

 Explore hybrid hardware setups 

 Motivation for adopting RTOS in general: 
 Safety 

 Reliability 

 Real-Time characteristics 



Analysis 

 Tendency of RTOS usage on control units that demands safety 
and efficiency  

 Several different hardware architectures were used: 
 Microcontrollers  

 ARMs 

 x86 PCs 

 Hybrid architectures  



Analysis 

Papers comparison 



Conclusion 

 With this study is possible to conclude that the RTOS adoption on 
a small satellite project can be very positive 

 Useful features for the missions: 
 Multitasking 

 Threading 

 Scheduling 

  Advantages pointed: 
 Safety 

 Real-time 

 Multitasking 
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